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Abstract: This paper initially presents an overview of different miniaturization techniques used
for size reduction of printed log-periodic dipole array (PLPDA) antennas, and then continues by
presenting a design of a conventional PLPDA design that operates from 0.7–8 GHz and achieves
a realized gain of around 5.5 dBi in most of its bandwidth. This antenna design is then used as
a baseline model to implement a novel technique to extend the low-frequency response. This is
completed by replacing the longest straight dipole with a triangular-shaped dipole and by optimizing
the four longest dipoles of the antenna using the Trust Region Framework algorithm in CST. The
improved antenna with extended low-frequency response operates from 0.4 GHz to 8 GHz with a
slightly reduced gain at the lower frequencies.

Keywords: CST simulations; printed log-periodic dipole array antennas; UWB antennas

1. Introduction

With the rapid technological advancements over the last decade, there is an increased
demand for new generation wireless devices and communication systems. An ultra-
wideband (UWB) frequency range from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz is legislated by the Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) for use with wireless communication systems [1,2].
Most of the UWB systems require antennas with large bandwidth. Several researchers
propose utilizing monopole antennas for this application [3–5]. However, although some
monopole antennas can have wide bandwidth, they do not provide fixed radiation patterns
for their entire frequency range, and thus alternative antennas for this application are
required. Vivaldi antennas, also known as tapered slot antennas, are also considered
good candidates for UWB applications because of their stable radiation pattern over their
operating frequency range and their ability to radiate or receive power in the end-fire
direction [6–8]. However, the size of these antennas can be large, depending on the lowest
operating frequency. Therefore, for such applications, wideband LPDAs (Log-Periodic
Dipole Arrays) are highly preferred because they are directive and provide flat gain, wide
bandwidth, and can be fabricated at a low cost [9–11]. Moreover, they radiate in the
end-fire direction and also provide closely spaced multiple resonances in the operating
frequency range.

Additionally, wideband directive antennas are also in huge demand by industrial as
well as military organizations for direction-finding (DF) applications over a wide frequency
range. Such applications require directive wideband antennas to determine the angle of
the originating signal source in the azimuth plane as well as to have the ability to receive
the signal over a wide frequency range [12,13]. Moreover, DF techniques are also used for
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several civilian applications to track and locate targets. A fixed surveillance system requires
a DF antenna in the form of an array consisting of multiple antenna elements that are
arranged in a circular formation. The antenna elements can be among several antenna types
such as dipole antennas, monopole antennas, bi-conical antennas, log-periodic antennas,
and Vivaldi antennas. A portable wideband DF antenna is proposed in [12,14]. DF antennas
have also found application in the drone market, where these antenna systems are deployed
on vehicles as studied in [15,16]. LPDAs are extensively used for DF applications because
of their highly directive radiation pattern resulting in an adequate front-to-back ratio in a
wide range of frequencies [16]. However, the size of LPDAs can be large, and thus there is
a case for size reduction in order for them to be deployed, e.g., on drones.

Antennas are also used in anechoic and reverberation chambers for Electromagnetic
Compatibility (EMC) measurements, where they are used as a source of electromagnetic
radiation. Such type of measurement requires the source antenna to be of small size with
wideband characteristics [15]. LPDAs are also considered as one of the best candidates for
this application.

The concept of frequency-independent antennas was first proposed by Rumsey in [17].
The study conducted by Rumsey provided the foundation for the invention of the LPDA
in later years, as suggested in [18]. The design procedure for a conventional LPDA was
suggested by Isbell and Carrel [16,19–21]. Due to the fact that LPDAs can operate in a wide
frequency range and provide flat gain and highly directive radiation patterns, they are
a promising candidate for applications such as UWB communication systems, DF, EMC,
and radars.

However, for some of the above-mentioned applications, the size of the antenna
should be reasonably small. This puts a limitation on the use of LPDAs, because for the
lower frequencies, the size of some dipole elements is large, and thus there is a demand for
smaller alternative antennas. In pursuit of reducing the size of LPDAs, several studies were
carried out by designing microstrip-printed LPDAs (PLPDAs) [22–24]. The advantages of
designing PLPDAs are miniaturization and low-fabrication cost. This paper investigates
several miniaturization techniques that have been proposed by researchers and additionally
proposes a novel design of an extended low-frequency response PLPDA that operates from
0.4 GHz to 8 GHz.

2. Miniaturization Techniques for Size-Reduction of PLPDAs

Several studies have been carried out, and several techniques have been proposed to
reduce the size of PLPDAs. This section investigates various miniaturization techniques
proposed by researchers to reduce the size of PLPDAs.

2.1. Top-Loading Techniques

The top-loading techniques involve the addition of different shapes of elements, such
as T-shaped, double T-shaped, hat-shaped, arc-shaped, C-shaped, or any other shaped
element at the termination of the dipoles of the conventional PLPDA. However, while
adding the top-loading element at the termination of the dipole, the physical length of the
dipole should be the same as that previously.

T-top loaded elements and hat-top loaded elements have been proposed and imple-
mented in [25] to design a 48-dipole PLPDA which operates in the frequency range from
0.55 GHz to 9 GHz, providing a realized gain of above 7 dBi in the operating frequency
range. A convention 48-dipole PLPDA was initially designed with a scaling factor (τ) of
0.935 and a spacing factor (σ) of 0.174 in order to achieve a directivity of 9.5 dBi. However,
in an attempt to reduce the length of the overall antenna, the spacing factor was reduced
from 0.174 to 0.06 in order to achieve a 20% size reduction of the boom length of the antenna,
thereby reducing the resulting PLPDA length from 321 mm to 268 mm. Additionally, in
order to reduce the overall width of the antenna, T-top loaded elements and hat-top loaded
elements were introduced at the ends of the last six longer dipoles. This technique has
reduced the overall width of the antenna by 27%. The overall size of 268 mm × 194 mm
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(length × width) of the antenna was achieved after implementing this technique. The study
presented in this paper also demonstrates that for the same physical length, the resonance
at the lowest operating frequency of the straight monopole can be lowered by using T-top
loading elements. The resonance in the lower frequency band obtained by introducing
T-top loaded elements can be further lowered by introducing vertical parts to make it a
hat-top loaded element. A simple analysis to support this technique was demonstrated
in [25] by designing a straight monopole that resonates at 1 GHz. After the introduction of a
T-top loaded element and a hat-top loaded element to the straight monopole, the resonance
shifted from 1 GHz to 0.8 GHz and 0.7 GHz, respectively. Therefore, a 35% size reduction
was obtained by introducing a hat-top loaded element instead of using a straight monopole
to obtain resonance at 0.7 GHz. However, the limitation of such loading techniques is
that it becomes difficult to attain the maximum impedance bandwidth because of the
relatively higher Q-factor. Due to this reason, there is a need for bandwidth enhancement
techniques to be introduced in the miniaturized version of the PLPDA. Again, in [25],
bandwidth enhancement for the miniaturized PLPDA is obtained by introducing a feedline
meander, a trapezoidal resistive stub for the modified dipoles, and an arrow-shaped balun
near the feeding of the antenna. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the implemented
hat-loading as well as T-loading techniques to a PLPDA in [25].

Figure 1. PLPDA design with implemented hat-loading and T-loading techniques in [25].

Another study presents a PLPDA that operates in the frequency range of 8 GHz–
18 GHz [26]. In this study, chamfered C-shaped top-loaded elements are introduced to the
dipole that acts as an inductive load. This study suggests that the size of a conventional
PLPDA can be reduced by 60%. A reduced-size 13-dipole PLPDA with C-shaped loading
is designed with an overall size of 33 mm × 9 mm (length × width) that can provide a
realized gain between 6.1 dBi to 7.1 dBi in the operating frequency range [26]. Figure 2
shows a top view of the CAD model of the PLPDA with the C-shaped loading technique
implemented in [26].
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Figure 2. PLPDA design with implemented C-shaped top-loading technique in [26].

A unique variant of T-shaped top loading in the form of circular -arc T- shaped loading
is presented in [27]. This study presents an LPDA operating in the frequency range of
0.82–2.09 GHz with an average realized gain of 5 dBi. This study claims a reduction in
the dipole lengths by 55%. The reflection coefficient of the antenna depends highly on the
radius of the circular arc dipole, and therefore, optimization of the circular arc radius needs
to be performed in order to select the correct radius for the required design. Therefore, a
similar approach can be used for PLPDA design. Figure 3 shows the implementation of the
circular-arc T-shaped loading technique implemented on an LPDA in [27].

Figure 3. PLPDA design with circular-arc T-shaped loading technique implemented in [27].

An interesting study to reduce the width of PLPDAs is presented in [28], where
a PLPDA is designed to operate in the frequency range of 2.3–8 GHz with an average
gain of 5–6 dBi. Initially, a nine-dipole conventional PLPDA is designed to operate be-
tween 2.3 GHz and 8 GHz. The overall dimension of this conventional PLPDA design is
120 mm × 90 mm (length × width). The size of this conventional PLPDA was reduced by
modifying the straight dipoles into T-shaped dipoles in such a way that the total length
of the dipole does not change. This method provides a 50% lateral size reduction of the
conventional PLPDA, thereby achieving the dimensions of 125 mm × 45 mm. The size
of this modified PLPDA was further reduced by introducing double T-shaped dipoles in
such a way that the total length remains the same as the straight dipole. By this technique,
54% size reduction was observed in the modified dipole lengths compared to that of the
original dipole elements. The overall dimension of this modified PLPDA design with
double T-shaped top-loading was found to be 125 mm × 38 mm.
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2.2. Fractal-Iterative Technique

An alternate approach to miniaturize a PLPDA, similar to that of top-loading, involves
the dipole to consist of fractal shapes in such a way that the total length for the current path
is extended. Several fractal shapes can be used as suggested in [29]. Moreover, other fractal
shapes such as Minkowski fractal [30], Quasi-Minkowski fractal [31], Koch fractal [32],
Triangular Koch fractal [33], square lock fractal [33], tree-fractal [33], peano fractal [33],
and meander line [33] are widely used to miniaturize the size of the antenna. A detailed
comparison of PLPDAs with different fractal shapes and different iterations is shown
in [33] for UWB applications. Additionally, a novel design of PLPDA with Peano fractals at
the edge of truncated rhombic branches with spiral slots is also proposed in this reference,
that can operate in the UWB band of 3.1–10.6 GHz with a band rejection in the 5.8 GHz
and 8.3 GHz band. The proposed PLPDA also provides a gain of more than 5 dBi in the
operating frequency range and also leads to miniaturization of the conventional PLPDA by
11.1%. A comparison of several fractal techniques and their miniaturization percentage is
shown in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the top view of the CAD model of the PLPDA design
with rhombic diploes terminated using second-order Peano fractals.

Another attempt to miniaturize the conventional PLPDA was demonstrated in [36]
using second-order Koch fractals. This reference shows how higher-order Koch fractals can
be generated using four iterations. However, the proposed PLPDA antenna in this reference
used second-order Koch fractals to miniaturize a nine-dipole conventional PLPDA. The
proposed PLPDA has reduced dimensions of 90 mm × 60 mm compared to that of the
conventional PLPDA, whose dimensions were 120 mm × 90 mm. This PLPDA operates
from 2 GHz to 8 GHz and has an average gain of 5.8 dBi. Figure 5 shows the iterative
process used to obtain the second-order Koch fractals in [36].

An interesting approach was suggested in [37], where instead of introducing reactive
loading, the concept of a non-uniform transmission line (NTL) was introduced in order
to miniaturize the conventional PLPDA. This was completed by the modulation of the
impedance profile of straight dipole elements to a truncated Fourier series using optimized
Fourier coefficients. This technique achieved a 32% size reduction of the straight dipoles.
The proposed PLPDA with truncated Fourier-series dipoles has an operating frequency
range of 2–4 GHz and provides a peak gain of 7 dBi. Figure 6 shows the PLPDA design
with modified dipoles achieved by optimizing Fourier coefficients [37].

Furthermore, the authors in [38] have presented a compact PLPDA design with
meandered line size-reduction technique that covers most of the frequencies in the UWB
band. However, the proposed antenna in our paper achieves a wider bandwidth (including
the UHF as well as the UWB frequency bands) as well as a higher gain compared to the
antenna presented in [38].

Table 1. Comparison of PLPDAs with different fractal shapes.

Reference Feeding Technique Fractal Bandwidth Fractal Shape Miniaturization

[34] Microstrip 47% Koch fractal 12%
[35] Microstrip 67% Meander line 21%
[29] Microstrip 67% Non-uniform line 32%
[33] HMSIW 109% Triangular Koch fractal 11.9%
[33] HMSIW 109% Square Koch fractal 10.3%
[33] HMSIW 109% Tree fractal—first iteration 27.1%
[33] HMSIW 109% Tree fractal—second iteration 35.1%
[33] HMSIW 109% Peano fractal in rhombus LPDA 11.1%

HMSIW = half-mode surface integrated waveguide.
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Figure 4. PLPDA design with rhombic dipoles terminated using Peano fractals in [33].

Figure 5. Shape of second-order Koch fractals used as dipoles in PLPDA design in [36].

Figure 6. PLPDA design with modified dipoles using optimized Fourier coefficients [37].
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2.3. Truncated Boom Technique

Most of the miniaturization techniques are applied to the longest dipole of the PLPDA
in order to reduce the lateral size of the PLPDA. For instance, the Koch Fractalization
method in [30,35,39], top-loading in [25,27,28,40], and metamaterials in [40,41] are mostly
applied to the longer dipoles so that the lateral size of the PLPDA is reduced. However,
a unique and useful approach is proposed in [42] that can be used to reduce the axial
size of the PLPDA by reducing the boom length. The authors in [42] propose the use
of dual-band dipoles instead of single-band straight dipoles. In this way, the number of
dipoles required by the PLPDA to cover a wide operating band reduces, which in turn
also reduces the boom length. The dual-band dipole is designed in such a way that it
has a half-wave principle dipole which is then loaded with an auxiliary dipole that acts
as a resistive load. This dual-band dipole then follows the conventional PLPDA pattern.
The PLPDA proposed in [42] consists of 25 dual-band dipoles, and the antenna operates
from 0.5 GHz to 10 GHz. The proposed design results in a 40% size reduction in the total
axial length of the PLPDA compared to that of the conventional PLPDA. Additionally, the
number of dipoles required to achieve the same performance as 66 dipoles is reduced to
just 25 dipoles in the proposed PLPDA design. The total axial length in the case of the
66-dipole conventional PLPDA was 364 mm, and it was reduced to 218 mm in the case
of the proposed 25 dual-band dipole PLPDA. Additionally, it was also observed that if a
conventional PLPDA of the same length as that of the proposed PLPDA was designed with
a reduced spacing factor, the total bandwidth was 58% lower compared to the proposed
PLPDA. The overall dimensions of the proposed PLPDA are 218 mm × 260 mm (axial
length × lateral length). The proposed PLPDA uses a Rogers RO4003 substrate with a
dielectric constant of 3.55 and substrate thickness of 0.508 mm. The antenna is claimed to
achieve a 5 dBi gain in the entire bandwidth. The only limitation to this technique is that
the gain of the antenna is reduced. However, several gain enhancement techniques can be
used to increase the gain of the proposed PLPDA antenna. Figure 7 shows the top view of
the CAD model of PLPDA design with dual-band dipoles from [42].

Figure 7. PLPDA design with dual-band dipoles [42].
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2.4. Reflector Ground Plane Technique for Gain Enhancement

Several miniaturization techniques result in reduced size of the antenna; however, in
several cases, the gain of the antenna drops after miniaturization. An interesting approach
is presented in [43], where a PLPDA is proposed that has an operating frequency range
of 3.3–20.7 GHz with an average gain of 6 dBi. The PLPDA design consists of 17 dipoles
that follow the conventional PLPDA design. In addition to this, a ground plane is added
after the longest dipole on both sides of the substrate as proposed in [43]. This ground
plane acts as a reflector and thus provides increased gain for the antenna. The antenna
was fabricated on an FR-4 substrate with dielectric constant of 4.4 and substrate thickness
of 1.6 mm. In addition to this, the authors also demonstrate an interesting approach to
provide band rejection in the operating bandwidth using U-shaped notches. A U-shaped
slot is placed on the boom of the antenna and its position is optimized until the required
band rejection is obtained. The design proposed in this paper makes use of a U-shaped slot
that has dimensions of 6.87 mm × 2.6 mm (length × width) in order to achieve a rejection
in the 5.8 GHz WLAN band.

A similar approach to increase the gain of an PLPDA is proposed in [44], where a
substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) is used after the longest dipole. The SIW acts as
a reflector that leads to an increase in gain. Furthermore, the gain of the PLPDA was
further increased by adding parasitic patches after the end of the shortest dipole, which
act as directors. This approach involves the idea of combining the benefits of log-periodic
antennas and quasi-Yagi antennas. The proposed antenna is designed to operate from
40 GHz to 50 GHz and in addition to this, it is also claimed to achieve a gain between 9
and 12.6 dBi. The technique of combining quasi-Yagi and log-periodic designs provides a
gain enhancement of around 2.5 dB to 3.4 dB compared to the conventional PLPDA [44].

2.5. Dielectric Loading Technique

A novel and useful technique to miniaturize the conventional PLPDA using two-
stepped dielectric materials by adopting the dielectric-loading technique is presented in [45].
The PLPDA proposed in this reference operates in the frequency range of 200–803 MHz and
provides a gain greater than 4 dBi. The design proposed in this study suggests utilizing
22-sinusoidal dipoles instead of straight dipoles, as shown in Figure 8. The reason to
use sinusoidal dipoles is that they provide extended current paths and can also provide
resonance at lower frequencies as compared to straight dipoles. A Polyflon substrate of
a dielectric constant of 2.55 and loss tangent of 0.0011 is used to fabricate the antenna.
The thickness of this substrate is 3 mm. The uniqueness of this design is that it includes
a 2 mm thick layer of air that is partially loaded within this substrate. The additional
size reduction of the antenna is obtained by using a two-stepped dielectric material of
dielectric constant of 10 and loss tangent of 0.0035 that is used to cover the antenna from
both sides. Furthermore, four parasitic elements are added at the end of the first two
sinusoidal dipoles in order to implement the capacitive loading technique to reduce the
size of the antenna. The overall size of this antenna is 576.6 mm × 420 mm × 29.6 mm
(length × width × thickness). Since this antenna has a high power-handling capacity, it
can find applications in airborne platforms.
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Figure 8. PLPDA design with dielectric-loading technique [45].

2.6. Folded-Planar Helix (FPH) Dipole

There have been successful attempts to miniaturize the PLPDA by replacing the
straight dipoles with different sized and/or shaped dipoles to reduce the lateral size of the
antenna. However, most of these techniques lead to a deterioration of gain. A similar, yet
useful, approach is proposed in [46], where the straight dipoles are replaced with folded
planar helix (FPH) dipoles, as shown in Figure 9. Implementing this technique leads to a
reduction of the dipole size by 39%. In addition to that, it leads to a deterioration of gain
by only 0.2 dB, which is much smaller compared to other miniaturization techniques. The
proposed PLPDA had an operating frequency range of 400–800 MHz. An initial design
was achieved by replacing the longest straight dipole with an FPH dipole, which led to a
size reduction of 18.2%. However, when two FPH dipoles were used, the size was further
reduced, and a total reduction of 39% was obtained compared to the conventional PLPDA.
This technique also gives an improvement in the front-to-back ratio of the antenna and
achieves a gain of 5.5 dBi. Both the proposed antennas are designed on an FR4 substrate
with a dielectric constant of 4.4 and substrate thickness of 3.2 mm. The overall dimensions
of the proposed PLPDA using a meander dipole between the 2 FPH dipole elements is
445 mm × 273 mm × 3.2 mm.
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Figure 9. PLPDA design with two folded-planar helix dipoles [46].

3. Conventional PLPDA Design for 0.7 GHz–8 GHz

This section presents a wideband 25-dipole PLPDA that has an operating range from
0.7 GHz to 8 GHz. The antenna dimensions for the PLPDA were derived using traditional
LPDA equations introduced by Carrel [19,20] and then calculating the dimensions with
the effect of relative permittivity of the antenna substrate. A schematic diagram of the
conventional LPDA antenna is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Schematic diagram of the conventional LPDA.

The apex angle is the half-angle in which all the dipoles are confined, and it is mathe-
matically expressed as

α = tan−1
[

1 − τ

4σ

]
(1)
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In the above expression, the parameter τ is called the “scaling factor”, and is the ratio of
the lengths or diameters of two consecutive dipoles as shown by the following expression:

τ =
Ln+1

Ln
=

dn+1

dn
(2)

where Ln and dn are, respectively, the length and the diameter of the nth dipole. Addition-
ally, the parameter σ shown in (1) is called the “spacing factor” and is defined as:

σ =
sn

2Ln
(3)

where sn is the spacing between the nth dipole and its consecutive (n + 1)th dipole. The
overall physical dimensions of the antenna significantly depend on the above two factors
(τ and σ).

The antenna design was required to provide a gain of above 5 dBi in its entire operating
range, and thus, in order to satisfy the bandwidth and gain specifications, 25 dipoles were
selected. Similar to traditional LPDAs, this PLPDA also consists of dipoles that are arranged
in an increasing fashion from the front to the back part of the antenna. The only difference is
the dielectric substrate (FR4), with a relative permittivity of 4.3, is present between the top
and the bottom boom instead of air. Therefore, it can be suggested that the top boom and
the dipoles attached to it are embedded on the top part of the substrate, while the bottom
boom and the dipoles attached to it are attached to the bottom part of the substrate. The
thickness of the substrate is 1 mm. The feeding is provided to the antenna using a coaxial
cable that is connected to the top boom using solder paste. The conducting part of the cable
is soldered to the start of the bottom boom through a drilled hole. The overall dimensions
of the proposed antenna are: 250 mm × 170 mm × 1 mm (length × width × thickness).
The simulated and the fabricated model of the antenna is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. CST model (left) and fabricated model (right) of the conventional PLPDA antenna.

The CST model consisted of 83,184,192 hexahedral mesh cells with the smallest cell
size of 0.35 mm. The simulation of this model was performed in the time domain with
−50 dB accuracy and hardware acceleration using an Nvidia GP100 GPU. The dimensions
of this antenna are listed in Table 2. Where
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• Ln = length of nth dipole;
• sn = spacing between nth and (n+1)th dipole;
• dn = width of nth dipole;
• L-boom = length of the boom;
• W-boom = width of the boom;
• H-boom = thickness of the boom (equivalent to copper clad thickness in this case).

Table 2. Dimensions of the conventional PLPDA antenna.

Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameter Values

L1 5 mm L14 22 mm d1 0.5
L2 5.5 mm L15 25 mm d2 0.5
L3 6 mm L16 28 mm d3 0.5
L4 7 mm L17 30.5 mm d4 0.5
L5 8 mm L18 34.5 mm d5 0.5
L6 9 mm L19 38 mm d6 0.6
L7 10 mm L20 43 mm d7 0.7
L8 11 mm L21 48 mm d8 0.8
L9 12 mm L22 53 mm d9 0.9
L10 14 mm L23 59 mm d10 1 mm
L11 16 mm L24 66 mm d11 1 mm
L12 18 mm L25 73 mm d12 1 mm
L13 20 mm s13 7 mm d13 1 mm
s0 7 mm s14 7 mm d14 1 mm
s1 2 mm s15 8 mm d15 1 mm
s2 2 mm s16 9 mm d16 1 mm
s3 2 mm s17 10 mm d17 1 mm
s4 2 mm s18 11 mm d18 1 mm
s5 2 mm s19 13 mm d19 1 mm
s6 3 mm s20 14 mm d20 1.5 mm
s7 3 mm s21 16 mm d21 2 mm
s8 3.5 mm s22 18 mm d22 2 mm
s9 4 mm s23 20 mm d23 2 mm

s10 4.5 mm s24 22 mm d24 2.5 mm
s11 5 mm L-boom 230 mm d25 3 mm
s12 6 mm H-boom 35 µm W-boom 3 mm

The fabricated antenna was measured in an outdoor far-field measurement facility at
the University of Huddersfield using a portable FSH8 Rohde & Schwarz vector network
analyzer. The gain measurements were performed using the two-antenna method, where
two identical fabricated antennas were used to measure the S12 coefficient from one antenna
to the other.

Figure 12 presents a comparison of the simulated and the measured return loss of
the proposed antenna design. The graph suggests that the antenna has a low S11 below
−10 dB in its entire operating frequency range from 0.7 GHz to 8 GHz. Thus, the antenna
achieves good matching. Moreover, the graph also suggests that the simulated results are
generally in good agreement with the measurements.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the simulated and measured S11 of the conventional PLPDA design.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of the simulated and the measured realized gain of
the antenna. The antenna achieves a flat gain of approximately 5.5 dBi in its operating
frequency range. The measured and simulated results are in good agreement. The gain of
the antenna was measured using the two-antenna method.

Figure 13. Comparison of the simulated and the fabricated realized gain of the conventional PLPDA antenna.

4. Extended Low-Frequency Response PLPDA Design for 0.4 GHz–8 GHz

In order to extend the lowest operating frequency of the antenna proposed in Section 3,
a novel antenna is proposed in this section that operates in the frequency range from
0.4 GHz to 8 GHz. From the principle of operation of traditional PLPDAs, it is clear
that the performance of the antenna at lower frequencies depends on the longest few
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dipoles. Therefore, the longest straight dipole was replaced by a triangular dipole in
order to increase the gain and bandwidth of the antenna. With the introduction of this
new dipole type, an optimization of the longest four dipole lengths, three spacings, and
four dipole widths was performed using Trust Region Framework (TRF) algorithm in
CST. However, several other optimization algorithms could also have been used, such as
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) in [47,48], PSOvm (PSO velocity mutation) in [49,50],
and Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO) in [51–54]. Furthermore, a comparative study of
several optimization algorithms is presented in [55]. The optimization goals were set to
obtain S11 below −12 dB and a higher gain above 5.5 dB between 0.4 GHz and 1.2 GHz.
The remaining dipoles and frequencies that were not considered as the optimization would
not significantly affect the frequencies higher than 1.2 GHz, as only the four longest dipole
dimensions were considered. The optimization goals can be clearly visualized in Table 3.

Table 3. Optimization goals.

Parameters Goals Frequency (MHz) Weight

S11 <−12 dB 0.4 GHz–1.2 GHz. 5.0
Realized gain >5 dBi 0.4 GHz–1.2 GHz 5.0

Figure 14 shows the CST model of the optimized antenna. The model consisted of
92,452,080 hexahedral mesh cells with the smallest cell unit of 0.35 mm. The simulations
were performed in the time-domain with a −50 dB accuracy and hardware accelera-
tion with an Nvidia GP100 GPU. The overall dimensions of the optimized PLPDA are
270 mm × 279 mm × 1 mm (length × width × thickness). If the same antenna were de-
signed using the conventional PLPDA design equations, the overall dimensions of this
antenna would be approximately 380 mm × 300 mm × 1 mm. Thus, it is evident that the
improved PLPDA is 29% reduced in terms of length compared to a conventional PLPDA
designed for the same frequency range.

Furthermore, the dimensions of the improved PLPDA antenna are shown in Table 4.
Figure 15 presents the simulated S11 of the proposed PLPDA. It suggests that the

antenna has good matching with low S11 values below −10 dB in most of the operating
frequency range. Further improvement is required at some frequencies.

Figure 16 shows the simulated realized gain of the proposed antenna. The graph
suggests that the antenna provides a gain of above 5.5 dBi in most of its frequency range;
however, lower values of gain are observed from 0.4 GHz to 1 GHz. However, realized gain
is significantly higher in the lower frequencies than that of the conventional design with
an antenna that is only marginally longer (270 mm instead of 250 mm) but significantly
wider (279 mm instead of 170 mm). The performance of the proposed antenna can be
further improved by introducing other gain enhancement techniques and re-optimizing
the antenna.

Figure 14. CST model of the proposed PLPDA.
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Table 4. Dimensions of the improved PLPDA antenna.

Parameters Values Parameters Values Parameter Values

L1 5 mm L14 22 mm d1 0.5
L2 5.5 mm L15 25 mm d2 0.5
L3 6 mm L16 28 mm d3 0.5
L4 7 mm L17 30.5 mm d4 0.5
L5 8 mm L18 34.5 mm d5 0.5
L6 9 mm L19 38 mm d6 0.6
L7 10 mm L20 43 mm d7 0.7
L8 11 mm L21 48 mm d8 0.8
L9 12 mm L22 60.9 mm d9 0.9
L10 14 mm L23 56.5 mm d10 1 mm
L11 16 mm L24 88.3 mm d11 1 mm
L12 18 mm L25 130 mm d12 1 mm
L13 20 mm s13 7 mm d13 1 mm
s0 7 mm s14 7 mm d14 1 mm
s1 2 mm s15 8 mm d15 1 mm
s2 2 mm s16 9 mm d16 1 mm
s3 2 mm s17 10 mm d17 1 mm
s4 2 mm s18 11 mm d18 1 mm
s5 2 mm s19 13 mm d19 1 mm
s6 3 mm s20 14 mm d20 1.5 mm
s7 3 mm s21 9.5 mm d21 2 mm
s8 3.5 mm s22 21.5 mm d22 12.4 mm
s9 4 mm s23 11 mm d23 6.4 mm

s10 4.5 mm s24 11 mm d24 13.8 mm
s11 5 mm L-boom 230 mm d25 32.3 mm
s12 6 mm H-boom 35 µm W-boom 3 mm

Figure 15. S11 of the improved PLPDA design.
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Figure 16. Realized gain of the improved PLPDA design.

Figure 17 shows the front-to-back ratio of the proposed PLPDA design. It shows that
the antenna presents highly directional characteristics; however, further improvements can
be made to the antenna performance from 0.4 GHz to 0.7 GHz.

Figure 17. Front-to-back ratio of the improved PLPDA design.

Figure 18 shows the polar plots of the simulated E-plane radiation pattern of the
improved PLPDA design at (a) 0.4 GHz, (b) 0.8 GHz, (c) 2 GHz, (d) 4 GHz, (e) 6 GHz, and
(f) 8 GHz, respectively. It also suggests that the antenna demonstrates stable radiation
patterns across the frequency bandwidth.
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Figure 18. Polar plots of the E-plane radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at (a) 0.4 GHz, (b) 0.8
GHz, (c) 2 GHz, (d) 4 GHz, (e) 6 GHz, and (f) 8 GHz.

5. Conclusions

This paper reviews several miniaturization techniques to reduce the size of PLPDAs.
Two prototypes of PLPDAs are proposed that operate in a wide bandwidth. The first
prototype proposed is a 25-dipole PLPDA that operates from 0.7 GHz to 8 GHz and
provides a gain of above 5.5 dBi. The second prototype is an optimized design of the first
prototype that includes a triangular longest dipole instead of the straight dipole. Replacing
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the shape of the longest dipole and optimizing the lengths, diameters, and spacings of the
longest four dipoles provides a higher bandwidth compared to the first prototype. The
optimized design operates from 0.4 GHz to 8 GHz and provides a gain of above 5 dBi in
most of its bandwidth. The TRF algorithm was used in the optimization.
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